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Well we have made it this far, the dogs have been walked many 
kilometers more than usual and we have probably drunk far 
more wine than usual but we have had time to enjoy these wines 
and talk more about them as well. So good getting texts from 
friends saying what they are drinking with their dinner each night 
and that they have discovered some new wines. Certainly the 

wineries have been busy on email sending out all their specials. 

Great news is ASKERNE from Hawkes Bay are coming to the Wine Club for our June meeting 
when we will hopefully be back to more or less normal. John Loughlin is very excited about 
getting his wines to us and those of us who have visited their winery in Hawkes Bay and tasted 
their delicious wines will be happy to support him and enjoy the Askerne story. 

 

LOCKDOWN SUNDAY WINE CLUB 

Glad to see you all had a toast a couple of Sundays ago from decks, backyards and living rooms when we 
should have been having Wine Club. Would have liked photos taken 2 hours later... What a sight that would 
have been. Great pics of our club members and it will be so good to see you all again! In person I mean when 
we can get together. If you have had some odd or funny wine adventures during Lockdown, let me know for 
the next WineTalk. Also some recommendations of wines you've tried and liked would be good to hear about. 

 

WORLD SAUVIGNON BLANC DAY - MAY 1st. 

You are getting this after 1st May but:  Calling all New Zealand Sauvignon Blanc drinkers and fans around the 
world to join together from the comfort of your homes to celebrate with a taste of New Zealand in every glass 
of the much loved 'Savvie'. During current restrictions tourists can't visit New Zealand to join with us but we 
can all experience our beautiful country through the pure and vibrant flavours 
in our wines. 

The Wine Club were going to have a celebration of Sav Blanc and other New 
Zealand whites as a tasting in April but had to cancel, but there are still lots of 
wineries around New Zealand delivering them to your door. Whether it is a 
few glasses within your bubble or a bottle poured with a meal on your deck or 
backyard raise a glass and toast the "backbone" of New Zealand wine exports. 

Unique, exuberant, intense, the explosive varietal awoke the world to New 
Zealand wines. In 1973 the first Sav Blanc plants were planted and no-one 
could have predicted the Super Star status that this variety would attain 
within a couple of decades. The wine was first commercially produced on our 
shores in 1979 and is now New Zealand's most widely planted variety.   There 
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August 9 Georges Rd 
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is now an increasing diversity of styles achieved through the use of wild ferments, degrees of lees contact, as 
well as fermentation and/or aging in oak, both old and new. 

Here are a few statistics about Sauvignon Blanc: 279 tonnes total production; 73% of NZ wine production is 
Sav Blanc; 86% of NZ wine exports is Sav Blanc  

SO celebrate this weekend and toast our most successful wine which has dazzled wine critics throughout the 
world.  

 

SNAPSHOT OF NEW ZEALAND VINTAGE 2020  

Bob Campbell in The Real Review has been in touch with the major winegrowing regions of New Zealand to 
check up on their predictions for 2020 vintage. 

"It has been a fabulous summer and autumn in New Zealand with comments like ‘vintage of the century’ 
predictions emerging. " Bob made quick calls to reliable sources in four regions with the suggestion that with 
about 10% of the crop to be harvested, although some have completed, there is justification for enthusiasm. 

AUCKLAND KUMEU RIVER 

Michael Brajkovich MW reports that the vintage was about 10 days early. He describes 
the vintage as 'dry but not particularly warm' although it got off to an early start during 
flowering. "Everything looks great. I'm very excited about the 2019 season, one of the best vintages ever, and 
2020 rivals it."   

HAWKES BAY - HANCOCK & SONS 

This year is John Hancock's 50th vintage (he has worked two vintages a year on several occasions). Crop levels 
are reasonably light because of the dry summer. "We had a warm spring but moderately cool weather to 
follow. The wines have good flavours and nice acidity although the alcohol levels will be down slightly which is 
not a bad thing. It is the cleanest vintage I have ever seen."   

MARLBOROUGH - FORREST WINES 

John Forrest picks round 1000 tonnes for their total vintage. Two-thirds of his production 
is dedicated to low alcohol wines which means he harvests earlier than most. "It has been 
a funny old year with quantities down 10% on average but overall quality is good. It has 
been a disease-free harvest. I've just walked around all of our vineyards and can find only 
4 rotten berries, which is great." 
 

CENTRAL OTAGO - TERRA SANCTA 

Terra Sancta Owner, Mark Weldon explains: "We expect yields to be lower here - and 
across a range of wineries across the region, there is an expectation of around 20% 
less than average, in some cases, more. Beyond yields, it has been a funny old 
vintage. We started picking later than usual. A cold period in December led to some 
unevenness in fruit set and has pushed the vintage to be later than normal, with the 
longer hangtime and sunshine needed to get acids and phenolic ripeness to where 
we want it. We are now in a period of settled summer / autumn weather and the 
general view is that there is a vibrancy and tension in the whites and reds with a 
good concentration of flavours." 

So there you have it. I have been talking to our 'friends' at Maison Noire, Hawkes Ridge, Askerne, Linden 
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Estate and Clearview and they are all very excited about their vintage. We can expect some excellent wines, in 
fact a 'once in 100 years' vintage. So how exciting for the Club that will be. Linden Estate say:  "The weather 
played ball, the wines are looking amazing. The pressure to harvest was based on best estimates, brix, 
flavours etc. Even though we started with Pinot Gris 3 weeks earlier than usual, we didn't get the Cabernet 
Sauvignon picked until 24th April, well into lockdown.  The extremely hard work put into the vines is paying 
off with Harvest 2020 yielding 20 tonnes more than harvest 2019. Our Albarino 2020 especially is showing 
fantastic promise." 

Let’s support all our winemakers and wineries as they will be really feeling the economic conditions with 
Cellar Doors and on-site Restaurants closed, and unable to supply restaurants, wine shops or airlines locally 
and around the world. 

OKTOBERFEST 2020 IN BAVARIA CANCELLED 

There's no need to dust off your 
Lederhosen and you don't need 
to clear out your cabinet space 
for an over-sized souvenir beer 
stein. Germany has announced 
the 2020 Oktoberfest, the 
world's largest Folk Festival has 
been cancelled due to the 
Coronavirus pandemic. Every 
autumn an estimated 6 million 
beer lovers, enthusiastic 
revelers and tourists attend the 
210-year-old event in Munich, however, the Minister/President of Bavaria said there is no way the Festival 
can go ahead safely. "Scaling it back even is not in the true spirit of the Festival. Let's do everything in our 
power to ensure that we can celebrate a healthy, joyful, fulfilling Oktoberfest 2021."  The upside is that there 
will not be the thousands of accidents from falling while dancing on tables at the Beer Halls and in the streets 
- not to mention the millions of hangovers!! 

PANDEMIC HITTING EUROPEAN WINE INDUSTRY HARD 

ITALY: Feeling the impact with the postponement of rural development funds to wine growers. VINITALY, one 
of the biggest wine shows in the world is postponing till later in the year and wineries are struggling as 
tourists will not be arriving and the export market is virtually frozen. Cheese producers are also in a similar 
position with production stopped and no product to sell.  

SPAIN: Wine tourism is at a halt and wineries are facing default payments while shipping is frozen or delayed. 
Growth in home consumption won't be enough to replace all that is lost. Wine can now only be purchased in 
Supermarkets and online with all restaurants and cafes closed. 

FRANCE: Similar stories and of course the closing of restaurants, cafes and bars is indeed a crisis for the 
French psyche as well. All Wine Fairs are cancelled so producers cannot show their wares to the world AND 
late frosts in the Loire haven't helped.  

But as in the past Europe will eventually recover, as they always have done from World Wars and crop 
disease. So here's hoping some truly great wines will eventually come out of all this for Europe. 
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WINESPEAK 

BRIX: A measurement of the sugar content of grapes, indicating the degree of the grape's ripeness (meaning 
sugar levels) at harvest. Most grapes are harvested between 21-25 brix. 

STRUCTURE: Related to how a wine is 'built' and if it can age. 

NON VINTAGE: A wine that is a blend of different vintages, most commonly sparkling wines. 

 

NOTE ABOUT SAUVIGNON BLANC DAY 

This was written on 2nd May. “Red Wine Brian” who scoffs at white wine (apart from bubbly), won the Club 
raffle in February which was a bottle of Stonecroft 2014 Sauvignon Blanc!  However, the wine was opened 
(had a cork) and it was soooooo delicious. Red Brian asked for a second glass (cheek, I thought) which I 
reluctantly poured for him and we just loved it. I don't know about you, but I like Hawkes Bay Sav Blancs more 
than Marlborough as they are not as green or acidic. For a 6-year-old Savvie it was brilliant. So a good raffle 
win. Sorry, surprisingly there is none left for you to taste and share. 

Looking forward so much to seeing you all in June. And remember: 

" It doesn't matter if your glass is half-full or half-empty, there is clearly room for more wine" 

Cheers,  
Gay Main 

 
 
 

What have we been drinking……. 
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a very nice Church Rd McDonald series 
Syrah 2018 

McLaren Vale 2017 Vasarelli Shiraz 

 

 

 

 


